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Music is the deepest passion of my life and as an experienced and inspiring 
educator, I love sharing it! 
 
About 20 years ago I joined the piano faculty at one of the world’s leading 
colleges dedicated to the study of contemporary music; Berklee College of Music 
(Boston, MA). As a result, I have learned a great deal about the art of teaching 
and I realize that learning is ultimately as much about discovering individual 
identity as it is about the discipline of developing technique and learning 
repertoire, theory, etc. From an artistic perspective I believe that developing 
musicians must learn the harmonic, melodic and theoretical rules of whatever 
style they are interested in only to break them in the name of expressing their 
deepest selves with an eye (or ear as it were!) to expressing the universal.  
 
My very first musical loves came in discovering the piano stylings of Bill Evans and Thelonius Monk and 
everything I play and teach is influenced heavily by jazz but soon after completing my master’s degree at 
New England Conservatory of Music where I studied with Geri Allen, Ran Blake and Dave Holland, I fell in 
love with African Diasporic groove music developed in the US in the form of roots blues, rock/southern 
rock and funk, and then with the music of the Caribbean crossing between the islands of Jamaica (reggae) 
and Cuba (Latin jazz and montuno-based dance music; salsa).   
 
My approach to teaching piano begins with helping students develop proper technique with disciplined 
practice routines to help build smooth and efficient muscle memory so as to avoid injury and allow for 
greater and greater technical ability to develop. When diving into popular musical styles I always start with 
the blues because nearly all western popular music has its roots there. Absorbing the blues language is one 
of the most effective ways to learn both about how to ‘speak’ when improvising and about participating in a 
groove-based band collective.  
 
From here I can take students in a jazz or a pop direction.  My approach to jazz is to work on foundational 
aspects with the II V I chord progression vocabulary, to develop the deeply swinging feel of the late 50’s and 
early 60’s emulating artists such as Wynton Kelly, Bill Evans, Miles Davis, Red Garland, and to explore the 
standard jazz repertoire. If a student’s interest is more towards pop styles I will work with developing 
stylistically appropriate vocabulary for artists such as the Beatles, Elton John, Billy Joel, The Meters, Stevie 
Wonder and on up to modern artists such as Prince, Bruno Mars, Alicia Keys and the like. I can take pretty 
much any song in any popular style and use it as a teaching tool. 
 
I feel deeply in love with Afro-Cuban Son music of 1950/60’s Cuba and especially with the piano stylings of 
Eddie Palmieri (with whom I studied), Li Li Martinez, Peruchin. As a non-Latino musician, I have had to 
dissect Cuban rhythms and montuno-based harmonies with a fine-toothed comb which has in turn allowed 
me to be able to explain it well. For years I have been challenged in salsa bands and then lead my own 
group so I know what kind of obstacles one needs to overcome to execute this music authentically. My 
approach to this music lies with learning how to play an effective montuno, in a 2-3 or 3-2 clave direction, 
across a set of chord changes and to develop authentic Afro-Cuban language when comping and 
improvising. I pay particularly close attention to getting the feel right.  
 
My love of reggae started with a deep obsession with the music of Bob Marley and has since expanded to a 
deep love and understanding of nearly all Jamaican musical styles. I have been to Jamaica many times and 
have had the opportunity to work with many who were in Marley’s inner circle including working closely 
with Rita Marley in 2006. Each year I co-lead a group to Kingston called “Inside Reggae” where we inject 
participants directly into the ‘roots and culture’ of this music. I developed a very popular class and ensemble 
at Berklee (having taught it elsewhere as well) called “The Music and Life of Bob Marley” that focuses not 
only on the proper playing of reggae and Marley’s music (with arrangements I’ve written for 13 piece 
ensemble) but also takes a deep look at Marley’s revolutionary life and how all of his music sprung from his 
commitment to resisting social/economic/political injustice. I am currently in the process of completing an 

 

 



entire educational platform that will be available on line, with fantastic educational videos, called “The Art 
of Reggae.” My approach to teaching this art form is through ensemble coaching where each player and 
singer commits to their part to create a disciplined, grooving, collective team with the proper feel. Recently 
I’ve been doing some international touring with Groundation, the renowned Bay Area reggae band where I 
share the lead keyboard seat (Hammond organ, clavinet and Moog synth) playing to 1000’s of VERY 
enthusiastic fans!  I also lead my own progressive reggae band, the Liquid Revolution.  
 
I also have a deep love of the Hammond organ and teach a lab focusing on all aspects of playing this 
instrument well, which in turn allows players to achieve a more authentic Hammond sound on modern 
digital keyboards that mimic the Hammond organ. I own a Moog Subsequent 37 synthesizer and have a 
good knowledge of analog sound design using wave forms, filters and oscillators. I am very much part of the 
world of digital music applications using Kontakt sound libraries (and many others), various types of control 
surfaces, creating loops, beats, sequences and samples. I mostly use Ableton Live software. Lastly, I’ve even 
dabbled in doing some creative DJ work! 
 
A few years ago I took a semester-long intensive course for educators entitled, “Training Transformational 
Teachers” and the overarching thrust was that teaching is most effective if the student is put directly into the 
driver’s seat of the learning process while the role of the teacher is to be a ‘guide on the side, not a sage on 
the stage.’ I implement this approach in all my teaching whether in the one-on-one or ensemble modes with 
a focus on sharing and developing musical passion. Almost always I incorporate some degree of 
historical/cultural/socio-political information about any of the musical styles being taught. I create an 
inclusive and casual yet disciplined atmosphere in all my classes/lessons and have created numerous 
excellent study guides which provide clear educational road maps.   
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Some quotes about my teaching. 
  
“You were one of the best private piano teachers I had at Berklee! You took the time to find out who I was as an artist, 
helped identify my weaknesses and then provided an incredibly clear path to achieving my musical goals. Each lesson 
was a perfect combination of serious discipline and absolute sharing of what we were both passionate about….and fun!” 

- Maureen Choi (student)  
 
“You are a truly inspiring teacher which is pretty rare among teachers in my experience. I feel more complete not only as 
a keyboardist but as a socially conscious artist who now feels more confident to express my deepest thoughts and 
feelings through performance and song writing. Thank you for challenging me on nearly every level. I will take with me 
what I learned in my lessons with you forever!” 

- Darcy Davis (student) 
 

“I can’t begin to tell you how much of an impression you made on me with your musicianship, laid back teaching style, 
and all-around coolness. You really inspired me to buckle down and take this thing to the next level.”   

 - Gregory Walls (student) 
 

“Matt Jenson has done a remarkable public service for all those budding musicians who want to penetrate the mysteries 
of Bob Marley’s consciousness-raising accomplishments. With equal emphasis on the facts of the reggae prophet’s life, 
and the technical details of playing his ground-breaking compositions, Jenson ushers Marley’s work into a new 
generation and new century, helping to assure its immortality.” 

- Roger Steffens, chairman, Reggae Grammy Committee & founding editor, The Beat Magazine 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Here are the covers of some of my study guides and the first page of the Marley class syllabus. 
 
 

   

Blues…Blues…Blues 
A study guide by MATT JENSON      www.mattjenson.com 

 
The blues is about human suffering and hope and should be played with intensity,  

in the spirit of such suffering and hope! 
 

       
 

“Blues is roots music, always radical: the root or essence of other musics. Many music genres have blues, including jazz, 
rock and R&B. Blues is pure food for fusion and many musics ground themselves in feelings through their bluesy 
elements. And yet blues is still fresh – untouched. That is because blues is a singularity rather than itself a fusion with 
something else. It is indivisible-recursive, the root of the blues is the human experience and psyche itself. We owe a great 
debt to African Americans for delivering this great treasure to the world in the form we have it now, but blues is not a 
matter of color or form. It’s root is the human experience itself – for all times and in all cultures. Blues is a sincere gift of 
the African American tradition to the world.”   - Michael Erlewhine, AMG Guide 
 
What may appear to be an obsolete and less sophisticated/interesting style to some musicians, is an endless 
realm of creative improvisation to many others. The quintessential component of the blues is story telling 
steeped in emotion. The story is told with passion as the performer emotes. If the emotion is diminished the 
story becomes mundane, thus the challenge of the blues is to maintain its integrity and energy while you convey 
your story. The limited framework of the blues forces the improviser right to the heart of playing with feeling 
and soul. Blues does not demand virtuosity or deep harmonic knowledge, its essence is feeling. It can serve as a 
grounding element in more sophisticated improvisational genres, allowing the “story” to be coherent to the 
listener. It can also be an excellent study for the student improviser on their way to more harmonically 
sophisticated styles. The phrasing of the “story” becomes the basis of logical well-shaped phrasing in all styles. 
 
Some Characteristics of the BLUES 
1. Repetitive rhythmic backgrounds – endless variations of the shuffle, straight eights, 12/8, rhumba, swing, 
funk, swamp, etc. 
2. Blues calls, field hollers, phrases – major and minor pentatonics, blues scale, mixolydian, dorian, etc. 
3. Usually one key center – mixolydian environment, or dorian for minor blues.  Occasional V chord scale, 
occasional implied or actual secondary dominants 
4. Limited harmonic vocabulary – some blues have only one chord, but most have 3 (I IV, V), and some times 
add sub V and secondary dominant chords. 
5. Intense stylistic integrity – purpose and expression in playing repetitive background parts (comping), deep 
interaction with other instruments and vocals, maintained high energy level. 
6. “Roughs”: 2 or 3 grace notes used to accentuate certain note attacks.  Helps to generate a soulful feel.  

The Music and Life of 
Bob Marley 
Berklee College of Music.   Course ID: PS-180. 2 credits 
Instructor: Matt Jenson   Email: mjenson@berklee.edu          
Web connect:  www.mattjenson.com      www.youtube.com/mattjensonmusic 
- Final grade will be determined by quality of class participation, a ‘reaction paper’ to two movies, your Team Teaching Unit class 
presentation.  (see page 2)   
 
FINAL CONCERTS 
1) CAF show (Date TBA)   2) Public performance at the Amazing Things Arts Center in Framingham Friday 
 

Topical Outline:  
   
1) SEPTEMBER   6: Auditions   
 
2) SEPTEMBER 13: Introductions and introductory remarks. (homework:  Watch the MOVIE “The Harder they 
      Come.” Read the analysis PDF buy Julienne Burton. DVD 524 in Berklee library.) 
      
3) SEPTEMBER  20:       Marley early years in Nine Mile and first trips to Kingston. Conditions of extreme poverty 
    Slide show: MJ’s trip to Trenchtown Culture Yard   
     Formation and split up of original Wailers. Early producers, Simmer Down, Trenchtown Rock  
      
4) SEPTEMBER  27: ALL REHEARSE 
 
5)     OCTOBER    4: Chris Blackwell and early Island Records years.  Catch a Fire and Burnin. 
     Intro to Jamaican history: A rebellious culture, Morant Bay Rebellion. READ #1   
    (Harder They Come reaction paper due by midnight.)  
 
6)      OCTOBER  11:     Guest speaker Victor Wallace on Capitalism and Socialism 
 
7) OCTOBER       18: TEAM TEACHING UNIT #1.  Jamaican political background/history as it relates to international 
     circumstances. How Bob Marley fits into Jamaican and International political background/history   
     
8)  OCTOBER  25: TEAM TEACHING UNIT #2.  Marcus Garvey, Haile Selassie.  READ #12. #7 
 
9) NOVEMBER   1:  TEAM TEACHING UNIT #3. Rastafari .  READ #2, #11, #8 
      
10)  NOVEMBER   8: ALL REHEARSE 
    
11) NOVEMBER 15: TEAM TEACHING UNIT #4.   READ #3, #4 
     Smile Jamaica concert. Assassination attempt. One Love Peace Concert  
     (Life & Debt reaction paper due by midnight.) 
 
12) NOVEMBER  22: THANKSGIVING (no class)  
  
13) NOVEMBER  19: Matt’s reflections on Smile JA, Assassination & One Love . 
     Marley’s Foot injury and cancer diagnosis. Exodus. Mid-Career highlights  
 
14) DECEMBER   6:  ALL REHEARSE 
 
15)  DECEMBER 13: Bob Marley passes away, May 11, 1981.  Reflections on Bob’s life. 

 


